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n~TRODUCTION 

In 1968, an article entitled "The Academic Origin of Geneticists 

in the Un:ited states" was published in ~ Journal of Heredity (6). 

In their publication, Howard and Nertens presented data on the academic 

backgrounds of 1019 geneticists ,·rho used a va.riety of organisms in 

genetic research or il1. teaching. The geneticists studied Here members 

of the Genetics Society of America and T/Jere listed in ~ican ~ of 

Scie.~ (1). In the current study. 129 geneticists who are, or !I.t some 

t:L'ne 'Here. involved in tOlna to genetic research. ~ave been surveyed. 

All scientists of this population are subscribers to Tomato Genetics 

Cooperative ~Q.rt and were born in the United states or Canada. 

The intention of the present inlJestigation is similar to that of 

Chiscon's study (2) of the academic origin of U. S. Drosophila Horkers. 

Chiscon t:r-aced the baccalaurea,te and doctoral origins of 471 Drosphila 

geneticists and identified the educational institutions from Hhich they 

received degrees. 

In a study of the academic origin of scientists Harmon (4) exarnined 

the high school backgrounds of science doctorates to determine the 

influence of class size, region of origin, and ability in Ph.D. 

production. Harmon cited the need for investigations such as the present 

one: 



- Comparatively little is 1<n01l111, of a quantitative nature, 
regarding the career patterns of the most highly trained 
segnent of the populace, and but little more is known about 
the backgrou.'Ylds from Hhich it comes. (4) 

Lyon (7) enrphasized the importance of research concerning the 

academic origin of American botanists: 

2 

Scientists should learn more about themselves than is 
possible through personal observations. As a basis for main
taining the proper supply of trained men in each of the special 
fields, 'He should have accurate information about the number, 
ages, and professional preparation of the vlOrkers in each 
area. 

Researc::" of this sort is valuable to teachers, guidance counselors, .<;I.nd 

administrative personnel at colleges and u.'Yliversities, and others iomO 

advise and influence stUdents. 

In the absence of a central authority to reGulate 
standards of training and the number of men in each field 
of science, the responsibility for advising students rests 
largely with individuals who depend too often on personal 
impressions and e~perience. They and the various planning 
agencies that can influence careers through fellowships 
and grants-in-aid should have information about the fields 
that require more men and about where these men can be 
trained to advantage. (7) 

Crea.ger and Harmon 0) studied career patterns of Ph.D. t s in the 

biosciences. Ln their article, employment patterns and the number of 

people starting careers in one bioscience and then later changing to 

another bioscience are given special attention. 
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Haterials and Hethods 

The names and curre~t addresses of the tomato geneticists studied 

were ta1(en from the 1968 membership list of the Toms-to Genetics 

Cooperative (9 ). The 1966 edition of American Hen of Science (1) was 

the source of the follo.nng information about 65 of the 129 geneticists 

L~vestigated in this study: 

1) name 
2) current address 
3) age 
4) sex 
5) date and place of birth 
6) degrees earned 
7) institutions where degrees were earned 
8) years in which degrees were earned 
9) ages when degrees ~'Tere earned 

10) post-doctoral experience 
11) current institution of employment 
12) field of specialization 

Ages of the tomato geneticists were determined from their birth 

dates I;tS of May, 1970. If no birth date 'tvas given, the age Has determined 

on the assumption the.t the baccalaureate degree was gra"lted at age 

twenty-one. Lyon (7) also determined t..he ages of botanists in this 

manner. 

In accordance with Lyon's study of botanists, if the baccalaureate 

was not recorded , it was assumed to have been awarded from the same 

institution as the doctorate. 

Since only 65 of the population of 129 geneticists were recorded 

in Americ~~en of Science, it was necessary to seek anothe~ source of 

data. Therefore, a questionnaire (Table 1) "I-laS sent to all geneticists 
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TABLE 1. QU:SSTIOHNAIrt:~ SE;,;T TC TOhATO GEhETICIS'l'S. 

1. Name "._ •• _ •• ___ •• _ ._ ·_0 ____ -

2. Current Residence _______ ~,, ___ _ ,----,------ ._,_._ ... ----
City State 

3. Date of Birth Location of Birth -------_.- ~~--.--.--,-------
City . State 

4. Degrees Earned Institution Year .t\i-rarded 

- __ --, •• 0,-

5. Doctor81 Thesis Topic 

___________ • ___ 0 __ •• _ ..... _____ -_ ... ___ _ 

6. Did you do formal post-doctoral stl1dy? __ .. _. ________ .. _,_ ... _. __ , __ _ 

.-' " If so, at "rhd.t institution? -------------------------------------------
Was this study fQ~ed by a grant? ----------------------
If so, by what agency? ____________ ' .. ____ . _________ ,, __ .. _. __ . __ 

7. Current Institution of Emplo~nent 

Name -_ .. _--,. __ . 
Location 

---------=~------------------City state 

8. Are you currently engaged in genetic research? ---------------------
If so, briefly describe the nature of this research, indicating the 

organism( s) employed " __ . ______ _ -.---.•. --.------
------------ -_._-------_._--_ .. __ ._--
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involved. The information asked was si,'nilar to that found in American 

Men of Science. Hm.rever, additional information concerning formal post-

doctoral study and current genetic research Has requested. A letter 

explaining the research, :tnd a self-addressed, stamped envelope "rere 

sent with the questionnaire. The correspondence commenced in January 

and TNas completed in Nay of 1970. Da ta obtained from American l-~en of -- --
Science and from the questionnaires were then compiled a.nd analyzed. 

Ame~ica~ Universities and Colleges (8), World of Learni~ (11). 

and ~...s1ian Almanac and ~~~ for l22.2. (10) were used to determine 

the ldnds of institutions that granted the degrees. The institutions 

were classified according to: 1) state, 2) land-grant. 3) provincial 

(Canadian), 4) public, 5) private, and 6) denominational. 
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Data and Discussion 

Baccalaureate Orisins 

Sixty-tl~o colleges and uniyersities granted oo.cca1aureate degrees 

to 128 of the geneticists (Table 2) with only one person having no 

degree at all. Fifty-two United states colleges and universities awarded 

109 bacca.1aureate degrees, Hhile ten Ca!1adian institutions ai-rarded 

nineteen baccalaureates. Thirty-one institutions a."\mrded o:r~y one 

baccalaureate and thirteen institutions granted ti-l0 baccalaurea.te degrees. 

The other 71 degrees were granted ~~ eighteen institutions. As is 

evident from the data in Table 3, land-grant institutions were most 

productive of tomato geneticists at the baccalaureate 1eyel. This may 

be exoected since most land-grant institutions have strong programs in 

the agricultural sciences. Over half of the baccalaureate degrees 

(56.25;b) were granted by land-grant colleges. In Chiscon's study of 

DrosQ.E,hila workers only 235~ of the baccalaureate degrees ",Tere awarded by 

such institutions (2). Land-grant institutions awarded 35. 75~ of the 

baccalaureate degrees to the geneticists studied by Ho..-..mrd and :Hertens 

(6). In the present investigation provincial, private and state 

institutions also played a major role in producing tomato geneticists 

,.nth l4.84}f, 11.71% and 10.151; res:)ective1y. Liberal arts colleges, 

i.e., private and denominational schools, a"\~arded 17.96% of the tow..ato 

gec1eticists' baccalaureate degrees com-reared to 36.8% of the baccalaureates 
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TABLE 2. TII!STITUTIONS GRANTDrG BACCALAUREATE DEnREES TO TOMATO GENETICISTS. 

Names of 
Institutions 

Cornell University 
Permsylvania State University 
University of Idaho 
University of Wisconsin 
University of Arkansas 
University of British Columbia (Canadian) 
Unj.versity of New Hampshire 
Clemson University 
Louisiana State University 
Michigan State University 
Ohio state University 
Oregon State University 
Texa.s A & }1 University 
University of California (Berkeley) 
University of Manitoba (Canadian) 
University of Nebraska 
University of Washington 
Uts.h State Uni versi ty 
Bloomsburg State College 
Indiana UniverSity 
Iowa State College 
McGill University (Canadian) 
Hc}1aster University (Canadian) 
Okla.horna A & H Uni versi ty 
Purdue University 
University of Alberta (Canadian) 
University of California (Davis) 
University of Hawaii 
University of Missouri 
University of Toronto (Canadian) 
West Virginia University 
Acadia University (Canadian) 
Bridgewater College 
Ball State University 

Number of 
Degrees 

10 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE 2 (Cont.) 

Names of 
Institutions 

Brigham Young University 
Colgate University 
Colorado State University 
George Washington University 
Harvard University 
Hiram College 
Montana State College 
Ohio University 
Oklahoma Baptist University 
Oklahoma Pan.l-tandle State College 
ottawa University (Kansas) 
Pomona College 
Sacramento State College 
Southern Illinois University 
South'V-restern University 
Stephen Austin State College 
St. Francis Xavier University (Canadian) 
Texas Technological University 
University of Arizona 
University of Chicago 
Uni~ersity of Connecticut 
Uni.versity of Guelph (Canadian) 
University of ¥.dnnesota 
University of Oregon 
Uni~ersity of Saskatchewan (Canadian) 
Wake Forest University 
Washington State University 
Whittier College 

Number of 
Degrees 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

8 
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TABLE 3. TYfZS OF Il'JS'I'ITU'rIONS A'wARDING BACCAUUREf-iTE DEGREES 
TC TOJ:vlATC G.s~~ETICISTS. 

Kinds of Institutions 
Nmnber of 

Degrees Granted Percentage 

---.----------~-.-.. --.--------,-.-----,-------
Land-grant 72 

State 13 

Priirate 15 

Denomina tiona1 8 

Public 1 

Provincial (Canadian) 19 

Total 128 

-------------------------------------------

56.25 % 

10.15 ~~ 

11.71 % 

6.25 'to 

.80 % 

14.84 % 
100.00 % 
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found in Howa.rd and Mertens' study (6). The smaller number of degrees 

sranted by 1iberal arts colleges in the presc:mt imrestigation is partially 

due to the greater number of de.:;rees granted by land-grant institutions. 

Of the eighteen institutions that sranted the greatest number of 

baccalaureate degrees, fifteen are land-grant colleges, t"iO are provincial 

( Canadian) institutions, a:r1d o'-:.e is a pri va te college. 

The eighteen institutions that awarded the greatest number of under

graduate degrees in the present study (Table 4) were compared to the 

top eighteen colleges and lLniv8rsi ties found in the investigations of 

Lyon, Chiscon and Howard and Nertens. Several institutions such clS 

Cornell t'niversity, University of Wisconsin, and University of California 

(Berkeley) were common to all four studies. Pennsylvania State 

University and the University of Nebraska were among the first eighteen 

institutions in the present investigation and in the studies of Lyon (7) 

and Howard and Hertens (6). Both Ohio State University and Oregon State 

University ,,,ere among the first eighteen in Lyon's (7) and the present 

study. 

Those institutions granting the greatest number of baccalaureate 

degrees "\-rere found to have a current enrollment of bet-ween 5,001 and 

15,000 st.udents (Table 5). Fifty-five of the 128 geneticists receiving 

degrees attended institutions of the size indicated above. Institutions 

with current enrollments of 15,001 to 20,000 and 1,001 to 5,000 also 

produced many tomato geneticists. 
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TABLE 4. EIGHTEEl·i TOP INSTITUTIONS GRAiJTING BACCALAUREATE 
DEGREES TO TOl-'iATO GENETICISTS. 

Number of 
Names of Degrees Types of 

Institutions Granted Institutions 

Cornell University 10 private 

Pennsylvania State University 6 land-grant 

University of Idaho 5 land-grant 

University of Wisconsin 5 land-grant 

University of Arkansas 4 land-grant 

University of British Columbia 4 provincial 

University of New Hampshire 4 land-grant 

Clemson University 3 land-grant 

Louisiana State University 3 land-grant 

Nichigan state University 3 land-grant 

Ohio State University 3 land-grant 

Oregon State University 3 land-grant 

Texas A & }f University 3 land-grant 

University of California (Berkeley) 3 land-grant 

University of Y~nitoba 3 provincial 

University of Nebraska 3 land-grant 

University of Washington 3 land-grant 

Utah State University 3 l!md-grant 
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TABLE 5. CURRElJTE1:iROIDIENT OF THE 62 COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES GR4.NTING BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
TO 128 TOMATO G&~ZrICISTS. 

Number of Number of 
Enrollment Colleges People 

o - 1,000 2 2 

1,001 - 5,000 12 13 

5,001 - 10,000 12 30 

10,001 - 15,000 11 25 

15,001 - 20,000 9 18 

20,001 - 25,000 3 4 

25,001 - 30,000 5 12 

30,001 - 35,000 2 8 

35,001 - 40,000 1 2 

40,001 - 45,000 4 9 

45,001 - 50,000 0 0 

50,001 - 55,000 ..1 ---2 
Totl:tl 62 128 

12 
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Doctoral Origins 

One hundred-one of the 129 tomato geneticists earned Ph.D. degrees. 

Twenty-eight of the population did not receive doctoral degrees; of 

these, nine geneticists did not earn masters degrees and one did not 

earn any degree. As might be expected, the number of institutions 

awarding doctorates was smaller than the number of institutions awarding 

baccalaureate degrees. Twenty-four colleges and universities (only one 

of which is Canadian) granted the 101 Ph.D. degrees (Table 6). The top 

six institutions awarded 63.4% of all the doctoral degrees. Chiscon 

also found in his study that 50'% of the doctorates \,rere a.warded by only 

five major institutions (2). Of the top six institutions granting 

doctorates in the present study, four are state-supported land-grant 

universities, one is nrivate and one is a state university. Most 

ge:-1eticists of this population (63.379;) received their doctorates from 

land-grant institutions. This percentage is much higher than that of 

38.7% in Howard and Mertens' study (6) and that of 24% cited by Chiscon (2). 

This is probably due to the fact that the present investigation concerns 

toma to genetici sts ·~rho are, or at some time were, affilia ted 'With 

agricultural programs. Four state institutions granted 15.84% of the 

101 doctorates and three private institutions produced 18.81;; of the 

doctorates in this population. 

The six most productive institutions in the present i:westigation 

lJere also included among the top ten institutions in the stUdies by Lyon, 

Chis con , and EOHard 8r'o. :r:ertens. Two institutions, Cornell Uni versi t;y 

and the University of California (Ber1celey), "'·,ere included among the top 

ten institutions in all four of the studies. The universities of Hisconsin 



TABLE 6. ll{STITUTIONS A'iiARDING DOCTORAL DEGREES TO 
TOIvIA.TO GE!:~El'ICISTS. 

!'lames of 
Institutions 

Cornell University 
University of Wisconsin 
Purdue University 
University of California (Berkeley) 
University of }1innesota 
University of California (Davis) 
Universit:r of illinois 
University of 1-1aryland 
University of Virginia 
Michigan State University 
Ohio State University 
Washington State University 
Harvard University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Texas A & M University 
University of Nissouri 
Iowa State College 
Oregon State University 
Rutgers University 
University of Chicago 
University of Hawaii 
University of Oregon 
University of Toronto (Canadian) 
Yale University 

Number of 
Degrees 

16 
14 

9 
9 
9 
7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

14 
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and Hinnesota, 1.rhich Tflere among the first six institutions in this study, 

were also included among the ten major colleges and universities awarding 

doctoral degrees in Lyon's study of botanists (7) and Howard and Hertens t 

(6) investigation. 11010 top universities in this investigation, Purdue 

Universit.y and the University of California (Davis), 'i-Jere not found on 

the top lists in any of the other stUdies cited. 

Institutions 'lIv"'ith current enrollments of 10,001 to 15,000 and 

40,001 to 45,000 granted the greatest number of Ph.D.'s. Forty-eight 

of the 101 geneticists received. doctoral degrees froN i11stitutions of 

the sizes named. above. Four colleges "ith enrollments of 5,001 to 

10,000 a"ia.rded thirteen doctoral decrees B.nd one college with an enroll

ment of 50,001 to 55,000 awarded fourteen such degrees (T8.ble 7). 
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TABLE 7. CURP.ENT SNROLLHENT OF THE 24 COLLEGSS AND UNIVERSITIES 
GRANTI:NG PH.D. DEGREES TO 101 TONATO GENETICISTS. 

Number of Number of 
Doctorates Colleges People 

o - 1,000 

1,001 - 5,000 

5,001 - 10,000 4 13 

10,001 - 15,000 6 25 

15,001 - 20,000 1 1 

20,001 - 25,000 1 1 

25,001 - 30,000 3 11 

30,001 - 35,000 2 11 

35,001 - 40,000 1 2 

40,001 - 45,000 5 23 

45,001 - 50,000 

50,001 - 55,000 1 14 

Total 24 101 
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Time Required for Earning Doctoral Degree 

The time span between conrpletion of the baccalaureate degree and 

completion of the doctoral degree was researched in this study. From 

Table 8 j.t is evident that the modal number of years required by tomato 

geneticists to earn the Ph.D. degree was four after the completion of the 

baccalaureate degree. Of the 101 geneticists, 69.3176 earned the r1octora.te 

degree four to eight years after the baccalaureate. Eight tomato 

geneticists completed the doctorate three years CI.fter the bacca.laureBte, 

while one geneticist did not complete the doctorate until twenty-eight 

years after the baccalaureate. 

The mean time between completion of the baccB.laurea te and the 

doctorate in the present study ~.[as 6.9 yeB.rs. HO"Hard and Hertens (6) 

also found that among 999 geneticists who earned the doctorate in their 

study, til mean of 6.9 years elaDsed bet'ireen the awarding of the baccalaureate 

and doctorld degrees. These data. can be compared to Harmon's study in 

which he discovered that the average time span between the baccalaureate 

and doctorate for all science fields was 8.1 years (4). 

Frotl Table 9, it is evident that most geneticists (51.49%) were 

bebreen the ages of 25 and 29 ,;"hen the doctorate Has awarded. However, 

34.65% of the population of 101 geneticists receiving doctorates earned 

the degrHe at ages 30 to 34. These data supoort the findings of Hm·rard 

and Mertens (6) who found that most of the 999 individuals in their 

study received the doctoral degree either between 25 and 29 years of age 

or 30-34 years of age. As indicated above, most tomato geneticists earned 

the doctorate degree four to eight years after the ba.ccalaureate. Since 

t~e common age at which the baccalaureate is a.ttained is 21 or 22 years , , 
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it follm(!'s that most doctorates '\vere earned at ages 25-30 years. Only 

three tor~to geneticists earned doctorates after 40 years of age. 
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TABLE 8. TIME BE.'TwBE;.\1 Cm'1PL.2;TION OF BACCALAUREATE AND DOCTORATE 
DEGREES BY SUBSCRIBERS TO THE REPORT OF THE TONATO 
GENETICS COOPERATIVE. 

Number of years Number of 
between degrees geneticists 

3 8 

4 22 

5 13 

6 13 

7 11 

8 11 

9 5 

10 4 

11 4 

12 3 

13 3 

14 2 

· · · 16 1 

28 -1 
Total 101 

-----><---
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TABLE 9. AGES AT WHICH DOCTORATES i~'ERE GRANTED 
TO TONATO GE:\:ETICISTS. 

Number of 
Ages Geneticists 

22-24 1 

25-29 52 

30-34 35 

35-39 9 

40-44 1 

45-49 1 

50-54 1 

Unknoioffi 1 

Total 101 

20 
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Present Ages of the Tomato Geneticists 

Table 10 reveals that 31.78% of the populatio~ of 129 tO~AtO 

geneticists are cuxrently between the ages of 40 and 49 years. An 

almost equal number (28.68%) of tOmB.to geneticists are between the a.ges 

of 50 and 59 years. Therefore. 60.46% of the tomato geneticists of this 

population are between the ages of 40 and 59. Only 5.43% of the popula

tion are betioleen 20 a:'1d 29 years old. These data can be compared to 

those of HOliaro. and Hertens (6). In their study only 1.7% of the 

geneticists were found to be in the 20-29 age group. In addition, 36.8% 

of the geneticists in their populHtion ",ere betHeen 40 and 49 years old; 

hOHever, the next most frequent age group was that of 30-39 yea.rs (28.4%). 

In the present study, this can be contrasted to the second most common 

age group of 50-59 years old. Therefore, the popule.tion investigated 

in this study of torr~to geneticists falls in a higher age group than 

does the sample used by Em-Taro and l1erter..s in thei:!.~ study of geneticists. 
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TABLE 10. CDRRR,IT AG.2S CF TY..E TO!l.tATO GSNETICISTS. 

Number of 
Ages Geneticists Percentage 

20-29 7 5.43 % 

30-39 26 20.16 % 

40-49 41 31.78 % - 50-59 37 28.68 % 
60-69 16 12.40 % 
70-79 2 1·22 % 

Total 129 100.00 % 
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Geographic Origins 

To discover the areas of the United states which were most pro

ductive of tomato geneticists, the geneticists T,rere placed in nine 

categories according to regions of the United States in which they were 

born. The nine regions of the United St8tes employed qy Harmon in his 

1961 study (4) "rere used in the 'Jresent study; however. since Canadian 

tomato geneticists ',;rere also included in this 'Jopulation, a tenth region, 

designated as Canada, was added. 

In the present study, the East North Central region seemed to be 

the most productive of tomato geneticists by ~:)roducing 17.83%. This 

statistic supported the findings of Howard and Mertens' study (6) in 

which tho East North Central region 1-185 cited as the most productive of 

geneticists. This region was also a great producer of science doctorates 

as evidenced qy Harmon and Soldz's study (5). Also a key producer of 

tomato geneticists wa.s Canada. In this investigation, Can8da produced 

17.05% of the sample of 129. Other areas producing many tOID8to geneticists 

were the Niddle Atlantic and West South Central regions (Table 11). 

The Pacific 8.nd East North Central regions employ the greatest 

number of tomato geneticists. The l·!iddle Atlantic and South Atlantic 

regions a.lso boast a high number of tom~.to gsneticists emoloyed in the 

states idthin these areas. In contrast to Howard and }1ertens' study of 

geneticists (6), which named the Middle Atlantic region as an area 

producing more geneticists than they employ, the Dresent study indicates 

that the Middle Atlantic region employs a few more tomato geneticists 

than it produced. In accordance with the investigations of Howard a.nd 

Mertens (6) and Hf!rmon and Soldz (5), this study shows that the southern 
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states (East South Ce:1tr.nl and South Atlantic regions) employ more 

tomato geneticists than they produce. 

Female Tomato Geneticists 

24 

In the present investigation of 129 tomato geneticists, only tl'i"O 

or 1.6;; ,'lere HOMen. This percentage is rflUc~n lOvier than the 12.5'% women 

geneticists found in the study of Howard and Hertens (6) I:md the 10% 

found in Harmon's study of Ph.D.' s in the sciences (4). This small 

percentage, however, sUI'Ports the findings of Hm·rard end Eerter.s in vlhich 

more male geneticists specialized in plant fsenetics than did females. 

Employment 

As indicated in Table 12, one half (50.39~if) of the tOI':1'3.to geneticists 

were involved in research in state-supported colleges and universities. 

This percentage supDorts the 55. T'!, of the sample of geneticists found in 

Howard and Herter.s' study (6). Chiscon. in his study of Drosophila 

vwrkers, cited 52.1:~ as being employed by state institutions (2). 

The goyern.>nent employed approximately one-fifth of the tomato 

geneticists; this fraction excesds the 11.4'% cited in Hm-Jard a::1d Eertens' 

study and probt;.bly reflects the fact that l'lUch tomato a::d other plant 

genetic research is ~:overnment supported. Business and industry also 

employed nearly 18:'~, of the tomato geneticists. 
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TABLE 11. COJ:{PARISON OF THE NUl-lEERS OF TONATO GENETICISTS BORN AND 
ENPLOYED Ii'i NINE GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND m CA..!lJADA. 

Regions Number born Number employed 

New England 

I'laine 1 
Vermont 
New Hampshire 3 1 
Massachusetts 6 2 
Rhode Island 1 
Connecticut 2 2 

Total 11 7 

l>1iddle Atlantic 

New York 8 11 
New Jersey 1 4 
Pennsylvania ...1 4 

Total 16 19 

East North Central 

Ohio 7 9 
Indiana 4 5 
Illinois 6 3 
Hichigan 2 1 
Wisconsin 4 2 

Total 23 20 

West North Central 

Minnesota 3 2 
Iowa 2 3 
I11ssouri 2 2 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 
Nebraska. 4 
Ka.nsas 2 

Total 13 7 
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TABLE 11 (Cont.) 

Regions Number born Number employed 

East South Central 

Kentucky 1 
Tennessee 1 
Alabama 
Nississippi 

Total 2 

South Atlantic 

Delaware 
l'Ia ryl and 4 
Washington D. c. 
Virginia 1 1 
West Virginia 2 1 
North Carolina 1 :3 --.. South Carolina :3 :3 
Georgia 
Florida .J.. 6 

Total 8 18 

West South Central 

Arkansas 4 2 
Louisiana 2 1 
OklahOIl1a 2 
Texas .2 6 

Total 15 9 

Mountain 

Montana 1 
Idaho :3 
Wyoming 2 1 
Nevada 
Colorado 1 
New Mexico 
Arizona 1 
Utah ...1 2 

Total 9 5 
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TABLE 11 (Cont.) 

Regions Number born Number employed 

Pacific 

Washington 2 3 
Oregon 2 1 
California .5 20 
Alaska 
Hawaii ..1 2 

Total 12 26 

Canada 22 1.5 

Puerto Rico 1 

-
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TABLE 12. PRZSENT &·PLCYMENT OF TOMATO GENETICISTS. 

Type of Employment 

state Colleges and Universities 

Private Colleges and Universities 

Government 

Busi..n.ess and Industry 

Other 

Tot!:',l 

Number of 
People 

65 

3 

26 

23 

..R 
129 

28 

Percentage 

50.39 % 
2.32 % 

20.16 % 

17.83 % 

9.30 ~ 

100.00 56 
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Formal Post-Doctoral Study 

Of the 129 tomato geneticists, 101 "\-;ere awarded doctoral degrees. 

Of these 101, only sixteen ,-~ere engaged in formal post-doctoral study 

as could be determined fr0I11 the 118 questionne.ires returned. Table 13 

SUNiS the institutions where for:ma.l post-doctoral study was done by the 

to::wto goneticists sampled, and Table 14 sho,,;o[s the agencies tha.t fu.'1ded 

the post-doctoral study. 

Also fro!"'l the questionnaire, it ';Jas discovered that 97 tomato 

geneticists ,-'ere curreDtly imTol'7ed in genetic resee.rch; of these 97, 

68 Here actually i:::vol'led in tomato genetics • 
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TABLE 13. TIJSTITUTIONS ',iHERE TONATO GENETICISTS Cm;PLETE:D 
FORMAL POST-DOCTORAL STUDY. 

-
Institutions Number of People 

---
University of California (Davis) 3 

Universi ty of l'-linnesota 2 

Harva.rd University 1 

Ohio state University 1 

Stanford University 1 

University of Havmii 1 

University of Illinois 1 

University of Wisconsin 1 

United States Department of Agriculture 
(Bel tsville) 1 

University of Otta1ila (Canada) 1 

Foreign Institutions 3 
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TABLE 14. AGENCIES FilliDING POST-DOCTOR4..L STuDY. 

Agencies 

National Institutes of Health 

National Academy of Science 

Canadian Department of Agriculture 

National Research Council 

Atomic Energy CO~2nission 

National Science Foundation 

Foreign Institution 

No Grant 

Number of People 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

3 

1 

5 
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StJjY1NARY 

1. The 'o"..ccalaureate origins of the tomato geneticists were !"ore 

varied th8n the doctoral origins. Sixty-tvro institutions granted 128 

ba.ccalaure~te degrees while twenty-four iJlstitutions awarded 101 doctoral 

degrees to the 129 tomato geneticists studied. 

2. Land-grant institutions were Fost productive of torr..ato geneticists. 

Ov'er half of the baccala.ureate degrees (56.25%) and 63.37';0 of the doctoral 

degrees were awa.rded by land-grant colleges ap.d universities. 

3. Many of the leading institutions producing tomato geneticists 

have bee~ shown in other studies to be leading producers of botanists, 

Drosophil8~ wor'{ers, a~xl geneticists. 

4. One hundred-one of the 129 tomato geneticists ire t'te sample had 

e'3.rnoo doctoral degrees; -?,ll doctoral degrees a':oJ'arded "ere Ph.D. degrees. 

5. The mean time requiroc for completion of the Ph.D. was 6.9 yea.rs 

after completion of the baccala.ur'aate degree • 

6. Over 507f, of the tomato geneticists were betKeen 25 and 29 yea.rs of 

age at the time of completion of the Ph.D. degree. 
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7. Canada and the East North Central region of the United states 

w-ere the t"l{O areas th?t produced the greatest nu..mber of tomato geneticists 

in this study • 

8. The Pacific regio~ of the United states employed the greatest 

nu..':lber of the 129 tomato geneticists stUdied. 

9. The gr'2atest number of tomato geneticists vJere bet';'Jee:'l the ages of 

40 and 59 years at the time of this study. 

10. One half of the sample of tomato gel:.eticists carried on research in 

state-supported institutions • 

11. Ninety-se~,e~1 of 118 tomato geneticists from who);! questionnaires 

were received w"ere involved in genetic research at the time of this 

study, and 68 specified that they were studying the genetics of the 

tomato • 
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